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Abstract: Achalasia is a rare esophageal motility disorder characterized by aperistalsis of the esophagus,
confirmed by manometry with impaired relaxation of the lower esophageal sphincter (LES). Surgical
treatments include laparoscopic Heller myotomy (LHM) or robotic-assisted Heller myotomy (RHM)
combined with fundoplication, per-oral endoscopic myotomy (POEM), and esophagectomy. POEM was
first introduced in 1980 by Ortega and over the course of the next 30 years important modifications were
made to his technique. POEM is now considered an alternative to LHM, particularly in patients with type
III achalasia treated at high-volume centers. POEM is less invasive than laparoscopic myotomy and allows
the surgeon to perform a longer myotomy, which may improve clinical response in patients with type III
achalasia. We describe our technique of POEM in this article. First, we create a mucosotomy to expose
the submucosal layer of the esophagus. We then create a submucosal tunnel, which gives access to the
inner circular muscles of the esophagus and perform the myotomy across the LES. Finally, we close the
mucosotomy. Most patients experience few postoperative complications, but gastroesophageal reflux is the
most common postoperative complication and the main shortcoming of POEM. POEM yields excellent
symptom palliation in most patients and has been demonstrated to be as safe as laparoscopic myotomy.
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Achalasia is a rare condition with an annual incidence of 1 to
2 cases per 100,000 people (1-4). It is an esophageal motility
disorder, characterized by incomplete lower esophageal
sphincter (LES) relaxation leading to dysphagia. Achalasia is
caused by inflammation and degeneration of the inhibitory,
nitric-oxide-producing ganglion cells in the myenteric
plexus of the LES and distal esophageal smooth muscle
(5,6). This loss of inhibitory neurons causes increased

basal sphincter pressure and loss of sphincter relaxation
in conjunction with aperistalsis of the esophagus (7). The
etiology of achalasia is predominately idiopathic; however,
achalasia is occasionally a genetically predisposition,
associated with autoimmune disorders, or secondary to
infection or inflammation, such as with Chagas disease (8).
Most patients are diagnosed between 30 and 60 years of age
with similar incidence between men and women (4,8,9).
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Clinical presentation and diagnosis
Achalasia presents with progressive dysphagia to solids and
liquids in 82–100% of patients, regurgitation in 76–91%,
heartburn in 27–42%, chest pain in 25–64%, weight loss
in 35–91%, and nocturnal cough and aspiration in 8% of
patients (2,10-12). Nutritional deficiencies and malnutrition
are also common; 75% of patients with achalasia had low
pre-albumin levels in one study (13). The gold standard
of diagnosis is high-resolution esophageal manometry
(HREM).
All patients with achalasia display impaired esophagogastric
junction (EGJ) relaxation; however, patterns of pressurization
and relaxation seen on manometry vary, which led to the
characterization of 3 distinct achalasia subtypes and the
development and refinement of the Chicago Classification
(2,9,14). Type I, also known as classic achalasia, occurs in
20–40% of patients and is characterized by the absence of
panesophageal pressurization and complete aperistalsis with
a distal contractile integral (DCI) <100 mmHg/s/cm. Type II
achalasia, which occurs in 50–70% of patients making it the
most common subtype, also displays complete aperistalsis.
However, manometry will show uniform pressures across the
entire esophagus >30 mmHg in >20% of swallows. Lastly,
type III achalasia, or the “spastic” subtype, is characterized
by 2 or more premature lumen-obliterating spastic
contractions in >20% of swallows with or without periods
of compartmentalized esophageal pressurization and DCI
>450 mmHg/s/cm (2,15-17). This is the least frequent
subtype and is observed in only 5% of patients with achalasia.
Of the less frequent symptoms, patients with type II achalasia
are most likely to have weight loss, and patients with type III
achalasia and female patients are most likely to report chest
pain and least likely to have weight loss (2,18). Histologically,
patients with type I or type II achalasia have aganglionosis
and neuronal loss, whereas patients with type III achalasia
have preserved ganglion cells (2).
A barium esophagogram is frequently obtained in the
workup of patients with achalasia and shows dilation of
the esophagus, a narrow “bird-beak” appearance of the
EGJ, delayed emptying, and aperistalsis (19). However,
the esophagogram may appear normal in up to 1/3 of
patients (12). Esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD) is also
performed to rule out pseudoachalasia from a malignancy.
In patients with achalasia, the LES typically appears
normal to thickened and does not open spontaneously
with passage of the endoscope but requires some gentle
forward pressure with a classic “pop” when traversing the
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non-relaxed LES (2,12,20).
Medical management
Medical management of achalasia may temporarily improve
symptoms in up to 75% of patients and includes calcium
channel blockers and nitrates (2). Non-surgical interventions
for achalasia include botulinum injection and pneumatic
dilation. Localized administration of botulinum toxin to the
LES improves symptoms in up to 90% of patients; however,
up to 50% have return of symptoms within 1 year (2).
Pneumatic dilation improves symptoms in 90% of patients
at 6 months and 44% at 6 years, but dilation may be more
effective in some patients than in others. Clinical series have
reported a 37% response at 3 years with a single balloon
dilation vs. 86% with graded dilations and that balloon
dilation is more frequently effective in patients older than
45 years and with type II achalasia (2,21,22).
Surgical management
Surgical treatments of achalasia include laparoscopic
Heller myotomy (LHM) or robotic-assisted Heller
myotomy (RHM) with fundoplication, per-oral endoscopic
myotomy (POEM), and esophagectomy as a last resort
if other treatments fail or if the patient has a tortuous
megaesophagus (2). LHM or RHM is most favorable in
patients with type II achalasia due to a 93% effectiveness
in treating type II achalasia as compared with type I (81%
effectiveness) or type III (71–86% effectiveness) (2,23).
In addition, combining partial fundoplication (either
Dor or Toupet) with LHM has reduced the incidence of
postoperative gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD)
from >40% to <15% (24,25). The clinical efficacy of LMH
is reported as 87% to 92% (8,26). Ali and colleagues
compared LHM, RHM, and POEM between 2013 and
2017 and found that LHM had a significantly higher
complication rate (17.5%) as compared with RHM (0%) or
POEM (1.1%) (27).
History of POEM
POEM was introduced in 1980 by Ortega and colleagues
who first performed an endoscopic transmucosal myotomy
with an electrosurgical knife in dogs (20,28-30). Despite
having outcomes comparable with Heller myotomy, there
was a concern that full thickness esophageal incision would
increase the risk of esophageal perforation and subsequent
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Figure 1 Mucosotomy.

mediastinal perforation, and as a result, the technique failed
to gain momentum initially. Over the course of the next
30 years, however, some important modifications were
made that increased the safety of the procedure including a
submucosal tunneling technique.
During submucosal tunneling, a mucosal incision is
made proximal to the myotomy and a submucosal tunnel
is created to provide access so that only the circular muscle
fibers are divided (29,31,32). In 2010, Inoue and colleagues
utilized this technique in a 17-patient cohort with achalasia
and demonstrated improvement of dysphagia similar to that
seen with Heller myotomy (33). Several other studies have
shown similar safety and efficacy of POEM as LHM with
no difference in postsurgical quality of life and similarly
reduced Eckardt scores (34-36). Additionally, two European
and US multicenter trials have reported a response rate of
over 90% with similar efficacy of POEM as compared with
LHM for treatment of all three types of achalasia (35,37).
In our practice, POEM remains the preferred approach
for the management of achalasia, especially for type I
and type III. We do customize the management of type
II achalasia as per patient’s symptoms and preference.
Most of them still get POEM but we do counsel and offer
RHM with modified Dor fundoplication in patients with
symptomatic GERD and increase acid exposure of distal
esophagus on Bravo test.
Technique of POEM
POEM involves four main steps that vary in specifics
between surgeons and institutions. Endotracheal intubation
is typically performed, and the patient is placed in the
supine position. General anesthesia, instead of sedation,
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decreases the risk of aspiration, bleeding, perforation, and
insufflation-related complications (38-40). Carbon dioxide
insufflation is preferred as it resolves more quickly than room
air, is noncombustible and inexpensive, and the abdomen
remains accessible during the procedure to assess distension
or pneumoperitoneum (8,39). Peak airway pressures
are also monitored as elevated pressures can indicate
pneumoperitoneum requiring needle decompression (39,41).
At the start of the procedure, an EGD is performed
to evaluate the esophageal anatomy. The EGJ is noted,
and the esophagus is cleared of the food debris. If the
surgeon is unable to clear the esophagus of food, then the
procedure should be postponed to avoid risking mediastinal
contamination. The distance to the LES is measured from
the incisors. The site of the myotomy, anterior vs. posterior,
remains debatable. Earlier descriptions detailed anterior
myotomy. Most experts, including experts at our institution,
prefer posterior myotomy in the supine position, especially
if the patient had Heller myotomy previously.
Step 1: mucosotomy
The gastroscope is aligned to make sure the 12-o-clock and
6-o-clock positions are identified, and the scope is oriented
in the lumen of esophagus. The clear plastic cap is installed
on the tip of the scope, and the holes are oriented such that
they are placed next to the suction channel.
The site of mucosotomy is selected 12 to 15 cm from
the incisors. The mucosotomy is placed more proximally
in patients with type III achalasia so a longer myotomy
can be performed. A 25-G Carr-Locke injection needle
(US Endoscopy, Mentor, OH, USA) is used to inject
3 mL of a mixture of normal saline and indigo carmine dye
into the submucosal space to raise a bleb at the selected
site posteriorly at 6-o-clock position. Subsequently, a
HybridKnife I-type (Erbe, Tuebingen, Germany) is
used to make a linear mucosotomy (Figure 1). The tip of
the gastroscope with the plastic cap is pushed into the
submucosal tunnel.
Step 2: creation of the submucosal tunnel
A diluted solution is injected to raise the areolar submucosal
fibers off the muscular layer. The HybridKnife is used in
cutting mode to cut the fibers and expose the muscular layer
(Figure 2). It is crucial to make the tunnel uniformly wide.
The tunnel is extended caudally to 2–3 cm distal to the EGJ.
The space gets tighter past the EGJ, and a partial myotomy
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Figure 2 Creating the submucosal tunnel.

Figure 3 Myotomy.
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position and attempt to cut only the circular muscle layer,
sparing the longitudinal layer (Figure 3). However, a full
thickness myotomy has not been shown to have negative
consequences and yields similar outcomes. The myotomy is
extended 2–3 cm distal to the EGJ, and the clasp and sling
gastric fibers are also transected. Coagulation is used for
larger vessels.
After conclusion of the myotomy, 5 mL of the diluted
solution is injected, which allows visualization of a greyish
discoloration of the mucosa from the lumen of stomach on
retroflexion and confirms that the myotomy extends beyond
the EGJ.
Achieving a complete myotomy is the goal of POEM.
We use the following tricks to identify the EGJ and ensure
complete myotomy:
(I) Endoscopically measuring the distance of the EGJ
from the incisors and making sure we cover this
distance and pass the endoscope beyond the EGJ in
the submucosal tunnel;
(II) Injecting dye in the submucosal space and confirming
endoscopically that we are beyond the EGJ;
(III) The EGJ is usually evident as a very tight space
during the endoscopic procedure, which opens
up once we transverse the EGJ. Attention to the
resistance present when performing submucosal
tunneling and the myotomy is, therefore, helpful in
identifying the EGJ;
(IV) When we encounter the “spermal vessels” in
the gastric cardia, it helps us to confirm that the
myotomy was carried out beyond the EGJ.
Step 4: closure of the mucosotomy

Figure 4 Closure of the mucosotomy with clips.

may be required to pass the gastroscope distal to EGJ.

Step 3: myotomy
The myotomy is started 3 cm caudal to the mucosotomy
site. We usually perform the myotomy at the 5-o-clock
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The mucosotomy site is closed using 4 or 5 Resolution Clips
(Boston Scientific, Marlborough, MA, USA) (Figure 4).
We follow these patients in the postoperative period with
barium swallow studies and a quality-of-life questionnaire.
We document their Eckerdt score 2 weeks, 6 months, 1 year,
2 years, 5 years and 10 years after the procedure to quantitate
the resolution and reappearance of achalasia symptoms.
We may perform redo POEM if needed. If a patient has an
Eckerdt score >3, however, we recommend RHM.
Variations in technique
The main variations in the POEM technique between
surgeons and institutions are anterior vs. posterior myotomy,
length and depth of myotomy, and closure methods.
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Anterior and posterior approaches have been shown to have
similar efficacy, with the anterior approach initially showing
approximately 85% efficacy in some studies (37). Khashab
and colleagues randomized 150 patients to receive POEM
with either an anterior or posterior approach and ultimately
showed that posterior myotomy was not inferior (42).
Technical success was not statistically different between
the approaches (97.3% anterior; 100% posterior; P=0.23).
Abnormal esophageal acid exposure (49% vs. 42%), rate
of adverse events (11% vs. 9%) clinical success based on
Eckardt questionnaire score <3 (90% vs. 89%), and GERD
requiring proton pump inhibitor use (19% vs. 20%)
were also not significantly different 1 year after POEM.
Additionally, post-procedural pain and length of hospital
stay (2 days) were similar with each approach. Two patients
in each group had inadvertent mucosotomies, and closure
was found to be easier in patients assigned to the posterior
approach, with fewer clips needed. A higher success rate
was also observed with the posterior approach in patients
with prior achalasia treatment history, such as a LHM or a
previous anterior POEM attempt (42,43).
Two smaller, single-center randomized trials also
compared anterior approaches with posterior approaches.
Ramchandani and colleagues found similar procedure times,
postoperative Eckardt scores, and rates of esophagitis.
However, they found more inadvertent mucosotomies in the
patients who underwent myotomy with the anterior approach
(20% vs. 3.3%) and increased abnormal DeMeester scores
in the patients who underwent myotomy with the posterior
approach (37% vs. 16%) (44). Tan and colleagues observed
similar clinical success at mean follow up of 15.5 months and
no difference in postoperative manometry, adverse events,
and abnormal esophageal acid exposure between the two
approaches (45). Overall, the anterior approach theoretically
preserves the oblique muscle fibers of the LES decreasing the
risk of reflux as compared with the posterior approach, which
has decreased bleeding risk due to avoidance of the anterior
submucosal space that contains arterial branches from the left
gastric artery (42). Tanaka and colleagues described a unique
alteration of the posterior approach in which they expose the
two penetrating vessels at the boundary of the circular and
oblique muscles. Preserving the oblique muscle was shown to
decrease the rate of GERD as detected by acid exposure time
during pH monitoring (31.3% vs. 58.1%) (46).
Outcomes of POEM
Overall, the complication rate after POEM is low;
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complications in 3.2% of patients were reported by
Inoue and colleagues and on the high end, complications
were observed in 7.5% of patients in an international,
multicenter study by Haito-Chavez and colleagues (47).
Reported complications after POEM include mucosal
perforation, bleeding, pneumothorax, pneumoperitoneum,
pneumomediastinum, subcutaneous emphysema, pleural
effusion, pneumonia, GERD, and esophagitis. The majority
of these complications can be managed conservatively
(8,47,48). Complications secondary to insufflation are seen
in 7.6% to 55.5% of patients (39,49,50). Longer procedure
time and full thickness myotomy increase the likelihood
of these complications associated with barotrauma (8,38).
Shiwaku and colleagues analyzed 1,346 patients who
underwent POEM from 2008 to 2015 and also noted low
rate of adverse events (3.7%). All the adverse events that
they observed resolved with conservative treatment, and
POEM relieved achalasia with a response rate of 94.7% at
1 year postoperatively (51).
GERD is the most common complication after POEM,
but there are conflicting data regarding the incidence of
increased acid exposure, GERD symptoms, and esophagitis
after POEM (8). GERD after POEM was reported in 20%
to 46% of patients in an analysis by the POEM White
Paper Committee in 2014 (8,52). A meta-analysis by
Repici and colleagues predicted a GERD rate after POEM
of 19.0% in a pooled rates analysis and higher rates of
abnormal pH studies after POEM (53). A meta-analysis
by Schlottman and colleagues found that POEM was
associated with a higher likelihood of abnormal esophageal
acid exposure [odds ratio (OR) =4.3], erosive esophagitis
(OR =9.31) and GERD symptoms (OR =1.69) (36). Inoue
and colleagues analyzed 500 consecutive achalasia patients
treated with POEM and noted GERD in 21.3% of patients
postoperatively (48). Sanaka and colleagues compared
patients undergoing POEM with patients undergoing
LHM with Dor fundoplication (43). Esophageal acid
exposure, confirmed by pH study 2 months postoperatively,
was higher after POEM as compared with LHM (abnormal
DeMeester score 54.8% vs. 17.4%; P=0.005). However,
there was no significant difference in GERD symptoms
(28%), basal LES pressure, or LES relaxation pressure
between the techniques, which may be secondary to
preserving anatomical barriers, such as suspensory ligaments
and the angle of His, when performing POEM (43). The
discordant findings between abnormal acid exposure and
GERD symptoms might be also secondary to denervation
of the esophagus after achalasia. There were no differences
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noted based on achalasia subtype.
Shiwaku and colleagues and others have reported lower
rates of GERD and esophagitis after POEM and poor
correlation between GERD symptoms and pH study
findings (37,51,54-58). Kumbhari and colleagues found
an abnormal DeMeester score in 57.8% of patients and
erosive esophagitis in 23.2%. Interestingly, 60% of patients
had no GERD symptoms after POEM despite abnormal
DeMeester scores (59,60).
Due to higher rates of esophageal acid exposure
after POEM, experts recommend counseling patients
preoperatively on potential long-term effects of POEM
despite variability in the reported rates of GERD symptoms.
All patients with an abnormal pH study should be placed on
long-term proton pump inhibitor therapy (43,61).
In randomized, multicenter, clinical trials, POEM
resulted in better mid-term outcomes than pneumatic
dilation and similar outcomes as LHM (62,63). At the end
of a 2-year follow-up period, 63 patients randomized to
undergo POEM had a higher incidence of treatment success
(92%) than 63 patients randomized to undergo pneumatic
dilation (54%). Treatment success in the study was defined
as Eckardt score ≤3 and the absence of severe complications
or the need for retreatment. More patients who underwent
POEM had GERD 2 years after the procedure as compared
with those who underwent dilation, however (62). When
outcomes after POEM were compared with outcomes
after LHM in a randomized trial with 112 patients who
underwent POEM and 109 patients who underwent
LHM, clinical success was seen in 83% of patients after
POEM and 82% of patients after LHM, proving noninferiority of POEM as compared with LHM. Again, more
GERD was observed after POEM; 44% of patients had
reflux esophagitis 2 years after POEM vs. 29% with reflux
esophagitis after LHM (63).
Additionally, several systematic reviews have compared
POEM with LHM and found similar or slightly better
outcomes with POEM, and that POEM is significantly
beneficial in patients with type III achalasia due to ability to
perform a longer myotomy (36,64,65). The International
Per Oral Endoscopic Myotomy Survey (IPOEMS)
highlighted experience from 16 centers from their adoption
of the technique through early 2012. They observed
decreased Eckardt scores after POEM in >90% of patients
9 months after surgery (66). Additionally, Inoue’s first
500 procedures showed >90% efficacy with Eckardt score
<3 and decreased LES pressure 3 years after myotomy,
which was confirmed by Crespin and colleagues and by
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other studies (8,40,48,67). A large meta-analysis in 2016
by Akintoye and colleagues reported up to 98% efficacy of
POEM 12 months after surgery (49).
In conclusion, there are several treatment options
available for achalasia including myotomy, and POEM is a
novel technique using endoscopic approach for myotomy.
POEM has become the preferred approach for treating
type III achalasia. Postoperative GERD remains the
main shortcoming of POEM, because the myotomy is
not complimented with anti-reflux partial fundoplication,
which is routinely performed during RHM or LHM.
Therefore, the decision to pursue POEM as a treatment
option is ultimately reliant on the surgeon’s preferences and
experience and the patient’s physiology, co-morbidities, and
achalasia subtype.
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